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Smile Makeover Application
Overview
Vogue Dental Studios is offering a Complete Smile Makeover to two individuals per annum. As an ongoing and highly
supported proposal, we are able to giveaway a full smile transformation in exchange for real-life patient modelling and
branding our name. This is a chance of a lifetime that incurs no cost to the chosen individuals other than their commitment
and time. We will address the ranging needs of all our clients’  orthodontics, crowns, composite/porcelain veneers,
implants, teeth discoloration and so forth.
We aim to gift this opportunity as a second chance for people to become the person that always wanted to be. If you are
successful for our smile makeover, your comprehensive dental treatment will be paid for by us.
Eligibility
Our spots for a Complete Smile Makeover is highly competitive. To ensure that you qualify for the position, you must:
▪ 18 years +
▪ Reside in Melbourne or have means to travel at your own convenience and travel expenses.
▪ Is aesthetically unhappy with their teeth/smile
▪ Needs dental reconstruction
▪ Have trouble eating due to their teeth
Benefits
Every year, Vogue Dental Studios awards two individuals a completely cost-free smile transformation worth up to $30,000.
How to Apply
Please download and complete the application form. This form can either be download and:
a. Faxed to our office 03 98770437
b. Emailed to info@voguedentalstudios.com.au
Minimum of eight images of your profile (one front, two side), close up of your smile (three angles) and social media selfies
(two or more).
Application due Date
We offer this promotion every year to two individuals. We will continue to accept applications throughout the year, even
after the two candidates are chosen.
Referees
All entrants must provide the names and contact numbers of three referees who have agreed to support their application.
The selected referees should be able to comment with knowledge of the entrant’s smile needs and act as a personal
reference.
Please note: Only short listed candidates will be contacted for a consultation and examination. Only short listed candidates require
nominated referees. Terms and conditions apply. Please contact Vogue Dental Studios on 1300 764 536 or email
intan@voguedentalstudios.com.au
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/

/

Applicants must be 18+ years of age.

GENDER: M/F
Why do you want a smile makeover?

What is your biggest concern about your smile?

How and why would winning this competition be important to you?

If you could change one aspect of yourself, what would it be and why?

Thank you for your application.

